
The EMTRAC Fleet Management 
System helps maintain the balance 
between schedule adherance and 

intersection signal-phase efficiency—
by utilizing GPS technology and 

network communication between 
buses and central control points

     Vehicle Equipment will Include:
Industrial•	 -grade computer board running on 
Windows XP (or later) with at least 512 MB 
of RAM and 40 GB of hard-drive storage—all 
contained in a non-intrusive cabinet suitable for 
mass transit.

Mesh•	  communication technology or Ethernet 
connections in each traffic cabinet to transfer GPS 
vehicle position data and other communications 
with Traffic Management and Maintenance 
centers.

Ethernet•	  or serial connections to laptop computer 
or EMTRAC vehicle priority control system.

Interface•	  with current vehicle-network protocols 
to monitor bus mechanical and electrical-system 
status.

Support•	  for remote programming and 
configuration of vehicle equipment—including 
message board, bus-stop wait-time messaging, 
and schedule information.

Optional•	  interface with various bus fare and 
usage monitoring systems.

Storage•	 , and wireless transfer, of vehicle activity 
log events.

Inter•	 -vehicle, and vehicle-to-center, 
communications to transfer messages, sign-control 
data, and other information.

Ability•	  to determine real-time priority-request 
levels by considering the number of riders and 
route-schedule adherance.
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The Central Data Management Software
will Include the Following Features:

Central•	  Data Manager Software: 

Automatically collects relevant data from 
buses using Ethernet network or wireless 
mesh networking of EMTRAC intersection 
units.

Central•	  Software Reports: Generates all 
reports required by the customer.

Map•	  Display: Supports map display of all bus 
positions, intersection approach zones, and 
intersection equipment status.

VPN•	  Support: Supports VPN or secure 
internet gateway for off-site monitoring or 
support, if required.

Bus•	  Transit Schedules: Automatically creates 
and transfers updated vehicle zone databases 
to bus computer units, and is compatible with 
schedule files created by external systems, 
such as Trapeze.

Intersection Equipment

The system utilizes standard EMTRAC intersection 
equipment with optional software to relay 
messages to designated Central Control or Data-
Collection points. This is done through traffic-
cabinet Ethernet connections or wireless mesh 
communication between intersections.
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Rugged Vehicle Computer
& Touchscreen Monitor


